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This article draws on the findings froxn, and the xnethods 
and approach used in the provision of a database of 
Australian PhD thesis records for the period 1987 to 
2006, coded by Research Fields, Courses and Disciplines 
(RFCD) fields of study. Importantly, the project was 
not merely the creation of yet another database but 
something that constitutes a valuable research resource 
in its own right. The database is significant as it can be 
used to track knowledge production in Australia over a 
"tWenty year period and contains approximately 54,000 
bibliographic records. Recommendations for practice 
relate to university libraries, doctoral candidates, and 
the coded database. 
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INTRODUCTION 
T his article draws on the findings from, and the methods and approach used in the construction of a database of Australian PhD thesis records for the period 1987 to 2006, coded by the Research Fields) Courses 
and Disciplines (RFCD) schema. The project was undertaken for the Research 
Excellence Branch of the Australian Research Council (ARC) and culminated 
in a report (Macaule)~ Evans & Pearson) 2009). The database constitutes a 
valuable research resource in its own right as a source of data about research 
training with a focus on actual PhD research outputs (theses), rather than on 
numbers of people enrolled or completing. The database is significant as it can 
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be used to track knowledge production in Australia over two decades. This period 
spanned some major policy changes in higher education and research training, 
most notably the abolition of the Colleges of Advanced Education (CAE) and 
the creation of new universities under the Unified National System, and also 
the implementation of the Research Training Scheme {RTS). The project also 
relates to two current Australian Research Council Discovery Projects by the 
authors: Research capaciry-huilding: the deveiojmlent qf Australian PhD jJrOgrams in national 
and emerging global contexts by Evans, Macauley and Pearson; and Australian doctoral 
graduates' j)ublicalionJ fHofessional and communiry outcomes by Evans and Macaulc)~ Both 
these research projects involve coding the bibliographic records of Australian 
PhD theses. However; where these Discovery Gl'ant projects differ is they were 
coded by Australian Standard Classification of Education (ASCED) classification 
(ABS 200 1). In each case, the database has been constructed from downloaded 
bibliographic records of PhD theses from the National Bibliographic Database, 
Libraries Australia. 
The aforementioned Discovery Projects involved downloading bibliographic 
records of all PhD theses produced in Australian universities for the period 1948 
to 2008 from Libraries Australia. To date; there are a total of approximately 
76,000 PhD records in the full database (l948-2008} and 53,715 records for 
the two decade period related to this paper (1987~2006). The PhD records were 
downloaded from the Libraries Australia catalogue in bar delimited format 
which enabled importation into an Excel spreadsheet. A complex search strategy 
,vas constructed to determine the reIevan t records for downloading. The search 
strategy was modified a number of times to find the greatest number of relevant 
PhD records and reduce the number of false drops and duplicated records. Once 
in the spreadsheet, the records where sorted, checked, and any duplicates or false 
drops were removed. Ten people were employed to code the records and, where 
possible, the records were distributed to coders according to their expertise. The 
ten coders chosen for the project demonstrated a wide range of relevant expertise 
between them. One RFCD code (at six digit level) \vas allocated to each of the 
bibliographic records wbich enabled bibliomet~ic analyses of the 53,7 [5 thesis 
records provided in the database. The result is tlIe most comprehensive database 
available of Australian PhD thesis records. 
After brief discussion of the recent higher education conLext, the approach and 
methods are presented, Jollowed by a discussion of the implications [or libraries 
and Libraries Australia. Then some recommendations al'e discussed relating to 
university libraries, doctoral candidaLes, and the coded database. 
AUSTRALIAN HIGHER EDUCATJON CONTEXT 1987-2006 
This article is based on the production and analysis of a database of PhD thesis 
records from all Australian universities during the twenty-year period from 1987 
to 2006. This Lwenty-year span covers the period when the binary syslem of 
higher education comprising universities and Colleges of Advanced Education 
(CAEs) was reformed into a Unified National System (UNS) of higher education 
(Dawkins, 1988). The consequence of which was that by the eady 1990s the 
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sector was composed almost entirely of universities and a few university affiliated 
institutions some of which offered PhDs. Very few institutions remained 
untouched organisationally during this period.lvlany of the prew 1987 universities 
merged with CAEs Or campuses of CAEs, some CAEs became universities, 
and some CAEs merged with others and became universities. There were also 
a few mergers with other types of colleges and institutions-including TAFE 
(Technical and Further Education)-as the process of 'unification' unfolded. 
This eventually produced a university system comprising up to 38 large and 
small universities, many multi-campus, some multiwcily, and even multi-state. An 
important change was that the UNS expanded both the demand fOl; and the 
supply of, PhD programs in Australia at a time when there had already been 
enormous growth in PhDs from their inception in Australia in the mid-194·0s 
(Evans, Evans & .Marsh, 2008). 
The ex-CAEs and ex-CAE campuses in the UNS sought to fulfil their research 
and 'research lraining' missions as part of being universities. It was clear that key 
aspects of this were both the recruitment or new staff with PhDs, ancI the support 
of existing starr without PhDs to obtain the degree (Evans~ Evans & Marsh, 
2008). In addition, over the preceding years there had been a gradual shift to 
degree entry for many career's, many of which degree programs were provided in 
the CAEs (Macauley, Evans & Pearson, 2009). The new incorporation of these 
degree programs into universities intensified the pressure for their departments 
to become engaged in research and in training new researchers through PhDs. It 
is no coincidence, therefore, that lhe HDR enrolment numbers increased from 
about 15,000 to over 40,000 from 1990 to 2006. 
In late 2001, the Australian Government introduced the Research Training 
Scheme as part of a package of reforms initiated in 1999 by the thcn Minister for 
Education (Kemp, 1999). The intentions were to focus higher degree by research 
(HDR) places in areas of research strength and to reduce completion times and 
increase completion rates. The RTS significantly changed the way domestic 
HDR places werc allocated and funded by capping places and allocating them 
on the basis of previous HDR completions and university research performance, 
and by reducing the funded period for PhDs from five to four years (fullwtime 
equivalent) (see, Evans, Evans & lVlarsh, 2008, 191 ~2J 195-9). The other major 
change has been the increase in international HDR candidates enrolled at 
AusLralian universilies. Allhough, due to the impact of lhe RTS, domeslic HDR 
enrolments have had little growth in recent years, international enrolments have 
doubled from approximately 4000 in 1998 to about 8000 in 2006 (Evans, Evans 
& Ivlarsh, 2008). Almost all of these candidates arc enrolled full-time on-campus, 
\vhereas about forty percent of domestic candidates are enrolled part-time and 
arc (effectively) ofTwcampus. 
APPROACH AND METHODS 
The database of Australian PhDs has been constructed primarily [rom 
downloaded bibliographic records from the National Bibliographic Database, 
Libraries Australia. To ensure the most comprehensive coverage, where possible, 
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individual library catalogues from Australian universities were also searched and 
any records not listed on Libraries Australia have been included. The National 
Libral-), has provided significant assistance throughoullhe projects. Eventually, a 
copy of the completed database 'NiH be provided to the National Library providing 
the most comprehensive record of PhDs produced from Australian universities. 
In addition to the initial searches for the foundation database, quarterly updates 
were provided of ne\v bibliographic records of Australian PhD theses uploaded 
from the respective university libraries into the national database. To date, a total 
of approximately 76,000 PhD records for the database (1948~2008) and 53) 15 
records for the period 1987-2006 upon which this paper is based, have been 
uploaded. 
To enable the relevant bibliographic records to be downloaded from Libraries 
Australia, a complex search strategy was conslructccL The search strategy was 
modifiecl a number of times to find the greatesl number of relevant PhD records 
and reduce lhe number of false drops and duplicated records_ This has been 
a very challenging task, as differing interpretations of the Anglo American 
Cataloguing Rules by individual libraries and librarians can result in valid records 
not being picked up in the searches. Hence the reason for the strategy being 
revised a number of times_ A result of these calaloguing inconsistencies is lhat it 
cannot be categorically stated every PhD thesis record produced from Australian 
universities has been located. If libraries were not cataloguing theses and! or not 
uploading the bibliographic records to their respective online catalogucs, the 
records will not exist or will remain invisible. 
lL should bc noted that some variation occurs in theses' 'publication' years, which 
slightly affects the numbet· of PhD theses cOllnted for a particular yeat: This 
causes a 'slippage> from one year to another due to diITering interpretations. In 
many cases, libraries consider the publication date to be the thesis submission 
elate for examination, while others usc the date of doctoral confirmation from 
the academic board or senate, and a few use the date of graduation_ The latter 
circumslance may result in the publication elate differing from official univcrsilY 
reporting of a PhD complelion by one year. 
RFCD CODES AND CODING 
The RFCD classification was used to code the database or Australian PhD 
thesis records. The RFCD classification was released by the Australian Bureau 
of Statistics in 1998 (and revised in 2008) and it enables both research and 
dcvelopmel1l activity within the highet education sector to be categorised. The 
RFCD classification recognises academic disciplines and related major sub-fields 
taught at universities or tertiary inSlitutions, major fields of reseal'ch investigated 
by national research institutions and organisalions, and emerging areas of study. 
The dassification is an-angccl in a hierarchical slructure. It has 24 divisions) 139 
disciplines and 898 subjects (ABS~ 1998). This project allocateel one RFCD code 
(at six digit subject level) to each of the PhD bibliographic records. Allhough 
allocating more codes to the records would have been useful, this would have 
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been very difficult for coders to do accurately and also add significantly to the 
budget for the project. Furthermore) the most suitable people to allocate multiple 
codes are the candidates and the supervisors, particularly where decisions need 
to be made regarding the percentage given for each code. The allocation of up 
to three RFCD codes is a requirement when submitting Australian Research 
Council and other grant applications. Comments from the coders suggested that, 
at times, restricting a thesis to one code was difficult and allocating multiple codes 
would provide a more complete coding of the research projects. 
In March 2008, during the coding phase of this project, the revision of the 
RFCD classification coding was released. The new code~ 'The Australian and 
New Zealand Standard Research Classification' (ANZSRC). replaced the RPeD 
classification (ABS, 2008). This new Al~ZSRC classification scheme provides a 
more finely detailed description of research areas. That is, 1238 fields as opposed 
to 898 subjects in the RFCD classification. The ARC is currently mapping the 
1987-2006 records from RFCD to ANZSRC and it would be useful to translate 
the coding in the database (possibly back to the first Australian PhDs from 1948) 
to the new scheme. 
THE CODING PROCEDURES 
The PhD thesis records were do\vnloaded from the National Bibliographic 
Database, Libraries Australia, in bar delimited format which enabled them to be 
imported into an Excel spreadsheet. Once in the spreadsheet, the records were 
sorted, checked, and duplicates and false drops were removed. ,",Vhile the search 
strategy was amended to reduce the irrelevant records, manual checks of the 
downloaded records were still required. 
\JVhere possible, the records were distributed to coders according to their 
expertise. It should be noted that the coders used the bibliographic records 
produced by librarians from aLI Australian universities rather than coding directly 
from the actual theses. The RFCD classification allocated to each thesis record 
isjudged on a number of factors, including the thesis title, subject headings and 
call numbers (allocated by the institution's librarians), the Department/School! 
Faculty, and an abstract (where provided). Additional resources were used to 
clarify terms including specialist print and online dictionaries, and connecting 
online to Libraries Australia for relevant links. To ensure consistency, a number 
of processes were implemented. All coders were provided with training and a 
buddy system was initiated where by the newer coders were partnered with a 
more experienced coder. \IVhile there were some face~to-facc meetings, most of 
the dialogue took place via email with all coders being involved. lvlorc urgent 
issues 'vere resolved over the phone. 
The ten coders chosen for the project demonstrated a wide range of relevant 
expertise between them. This is shown in Table 1 below. Three had PhDs and 
another four had postgraduate qualifications. Three were librarians. Another two, 
a real estate agent and a \IVikipcdia editor, were chosen due to their considerable 
general knO\\'ledge. \'Vhile one could not expect ten people to be expert in all 
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areas, together their experLisc covered many disciplines. If a coder felt unable 
to code records in particular fie lds, they were referred to another coder. This 
was just one or a number of 'quality' checks and balances incorporated into the 
project and these are discussed in more detail below. 
Table 1: Quanfications and Expertise of Coders 
t: ·¢§~~Y!9ii~lJnc.~t.i~[~?;L.·:'·D;; fAf~~~,'~(E:~·p~i1iior7;:;:';i , ,:;'·';?,ki (~~~~~e:r; liiiifii"r:i;::.·0 ;E;r;;t'E:F':7j fAg~i r:5;~~d~i?, 
1 lilA (Hom.), PhD English literalure, meralute Edit",. Rosearch Pellow 37 Female 
3 BSe (HOIl$), PhD Botany and zoology, biological 
and agricu1:ural sciences 
~~ ~tf!!tgfif@i~~;~!~'1~ 
5 SSc. (Hons) Physic.,1 $cie~es. Engineering 
7 
9 
Metallurgy. MApp and Teclmolo9V. History 
Sd. Metallurgy, MA (especially Hililory ot Science 
Librurianshlp and Technology and Maritime 
His!{lry), Plant Sciences and 
Bi{llogy, HortlcuIture 
BSci, MEd. PhD 
SA 
Higher Education and 
Engineering 
Hislo!y. AulllraliQn Studies 
Rese~rch scienti5t (ecology), 31 
Project offiCClr (agricullure), 
~i U~;i~' 
Metalilligisl, lecturer in 68 Male 
MetaliurgylMaterials Science 
3I1d History of EnGineering. 
Librarian 
lecturer in Engineering, 49 Male 
Researcher, Project 
Manager in Higher Education 
Real Eslale 52 M.lle 
Once coders fclt they were competent to undertake coding, a comparative 
coding exercise was introduced. This involved all code rs coding the same set 
of PhD records. This process was undertakel1 twice throughout the coding to 
ensure a level of consistency with the RFCD coding. In addition, a series of 
algorithms were designed using the Excel program to identlfy incorrect coding 
and these inconsistencies were subsequently con-ceted. Surprisingly for such a 
large database, there were vcr)' few incorrect codes input into the database (i.e. 
typographical errors). The qualiLy check found an error rate of less than 0.2%. 
To enable more consistent coding and to accderate the coding process, a 
mapping program was devised. This mapped ASCED codes to RFCD and 
RFCD to ASCED. In principle it works both ways but in practice it is much 
more useful mapping RFCD codes to ASCED. As some theses had already been 
coded by ASCED for the t\vo earlier mentioned ARC Discovery Grant projects, 
the mapping provided coders with an additional source of information to assist 
their coding. It also tended to be an additional check as frequently two people 
contributed to the coding of some bibliographic records. ' rVhCI'C records had not 
previously been coded, the RFCD code was determined and then it was mapped 
automatically Lo an ASCED code. There were other advantages to having some 
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of the records already coded by ASCED. In some cases, records were distributed 
to coders according to their areas of expertise. Some coders sorted their allocated 
records by ASCED code and they focused upon specific fields of study at the one 
time, thus saving time when searching print and online dictionaries and other 
sources to assist their coding. 
PhD THESIS RECORDS 
Another check on the coverage of the database was to compare the numbers of 
thesis records with the data on doctorate by research completions published by 
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEvVR). 
Table 2 shows the number of doctorate by resea rch graduates according to the 
figures from DEEWR (2008) compared with the number of PhD theses from 
the dalaba')e for the corresponding years. The comparison cannot be made for 
earlier years as those figures, at that time, included Masters by research. It should 
be noted that the DEEWR figures are for doctorates by research, that is, PhDs 
and all research based professional doctorates, If the professional doctorate 
completions were excluded from the DEE\'VR statistics) the percentage of 
available PhD thesis records to graduates reported would increase, probably by 
2-4%. It is also impOI'tant to repeat that a few thesis 'publication' dates and the 
cOI'responding candidates' completion dates may vary by one yeal: 
Table 2: Comparison of PhD thesis records in the database with number 
of doctorate by research graduates (PhDs and Research-Based 
Professional Doctorates) (DEEWR, 2008) 
Year PhD thesis Doetorate by Percentage of 
record research PhD thesis 
count graduates records to 
graduates 
~:5l~JjN(t~,:!.Sr@::~tft'!l;D 
1988 1384 nla nJa 
~~:~!~~~lmr®Mf;f@!~ fiI11~lili:1%gSj ~K~1g~0~¥'GJ~j l;~!I~Y!frI;f§~&t@2'@] 
1992 1687 1522 110.8% 
1994 2065 2201 93.8% 
1996 2798 2905 93.1% 
199B 3225 3446 93.6% 
[~,~ :~~~:0~i{rr2f~~i1i':21 f;~,i~Pl~~;ii;L@J tA.~~:~jji1fij~tt2:'i;~ i~@1}1~1;l!JITi;j[j:;',};i),i;;;;:ri; 
20DO 3552 3793 93.6% 
~~~.g:flJfr:B&1};wlsl:1 @S!~1jSBfil;g:;!2 ~~~#.~'}ts};}i!;~fi~l ~g?[~KlltWdllif~m5:~ 
2002 3873 4295 90.2% 
2004 4071 4900 83.1% 
@~~;Q,5,1~E1jfi':;;,ti0~B}1'~8i ',C",C,~,.;;;;~""'·':':,,,'C::'.:'C' ii~,~:1~ZG1J~Jb~:;;;:I!'i:Kii! ;" iri''O'',Qn:'?/,O'" 'r"':;,:),'·?',}'::: 
2006 3286 5519 59.5% 
~i,~·~~:J~1~"~'r6~1~j'::l "" 'i" " C""'c",'c" , . " "" " Ci':i 
Total 53715 
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ISSUES IN CATALOGUING, UPLOADING, AND CODING 
Several issues affected the construction of lhc database and have implications for 
further dcvclopmcn l of this resource and for Libraries Australia and Australian 
Research Online. It is noticeable lhat for the period 2003-2006 there appeared 
to be fewer thesis records lodged than in earlier years, and conversely it is noted 
that in 1992, 1993, and 1995 there arc more PhD thesis records in the database 
than graduations reported to DEE\VR's antecedent institutions. The reasons for 
the latter inconsistencies could be publication date slippage, as could variations in 
universities reporting doctorate by research complelions to government. Reasons 
for such discrepancies also include: 
Recently submitted theses have yet to be catalogued 
Bibliographic records of recently catalogued lllescs were not uploaded 
to the Libraries Australia database 
While cataloguing delays arc inevitable, the issue is possibly exacerbated due 
to all theses requiring original cataloguing, and thus requiring more time and 
dlort than the usual 'copy-cataloguingl techniques used for mosl cataloguing 
and classification. As one library stated in a response to an inquiry regarding 
possible under-reporting of theses on Libraries Australia, 'The lack of records 
[on Libraries Australia] is a result of reduced staffing and capacily to attend to 
these'. 
In tbe latter slagcs of the coding phase, where possible, library catalogues from 
Australian universities were searched La establish how many PhD lhcses had been 
catalogued from the respective institutions. These were then compared to the 
thesis records contained in the master database. It was obvious from analysing 
the thesis records and cross checking 'university' and 'year' that some universities 
were less than timely in cataloguing and! or uploading· their theses to the Libraries 
Australia database. This was particularly noticeable for the more recent theses. 
Limits to coverage in all years include: 
• 
• 
Some theses may never have been lodged in the appropriate library. 
Some theses may never have been catalogued . 
Possibly some of the earlier theses that were catalogued lIsmg the 
traditional card catalogues and may not have been retrospectively 
eonvertc(1 to online catalogues. 
Mistakes in cataloguing, for instance cataloguing a PhD thesis as a 
masters thesis, meant the bibliographic records were not located by the 
search slrategy. 
There were also some records 'temporarily' nHssmg from the PhD database 
due to differing interpretations of the Anglo American Cataloguing Rules. The 
critical issue was that some libraries did not include a 'publication place' as PhD 
manuscripts are nOl technically published, so that the search strategy did not 
retrieve those records in the MARC Fields 008 (provides coded information 
abotlt the record as a whole and about special bibliographic aspects of the item 
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being catalogued) and 260 (contains information relating to the publication) 
printing, distribution, issue; release, or production of a work). The search strategy 
needed to be modified to allow for these variations in cataloguing. As a result, 
approximately 5,000 additional records were found, added to the 1987-2006 
database and subsequently RFCD coded. 
An emerging issue relates to institutional repositories. If universities mandate 
that PhD theses must be deposited in their institutional repository, there may 
not be the incentive to upload the bibliographic records to Libraries Australia 
or for the full-text to be made available through the Australasian Digital Theses 
Program (hup:/ /adt.caul.edu.au/}. The project identified institutions that appear 
to make their PhD theses available in electronic format through a repository 
and through their library catalogue but the bibliographic records are not being 
uploaded to Libraries Australia. As the institutional repositories will be harvested 
by Australian Research Online (ARO,) those data these repositories contain arc 
not lost bUL they are dispersed on a nalional scale. This has adversely affected 
the comprehensiveness of the Libraries Australia database, and subsequently, the 
database on which this article is based. 
In some cases, individual libraries were contacted to ascertain why bibliographic 
records were not localed and/or uploaded on Libraries Australia. In one case, the 
records were promptly uploaded to Libraries Australia and subsequently coded 
by RFCD ror the project. In another case, a library acknowledged the problem 
and promised they would upload their thesis records as a matter of urgency. 
Another library stated their thesis records WCI'C uploaded to Libraries Australia 
and suggested the search strategy did not locate them. At the time of completing 
this article they had not yet provided evidence to verify their claims. 
A number of checks were undertaken comparing institutional catalogues with 
the Libraries Australia records, and downloaded any records found for coding, in 
some cases this proved problematic. Using institutional public access catalogues 
did not always enable searches to be undertaken by 'thesis'. There was not the 
funding to do this task manually (a task that it was expected would already have 
been done by the relevant libraries), and as the contract required downloading 
records from Libraries Australia) this had to be curtailed. Given the value of such 
a comprehensive database for researchers and doctoral candidates it is important 
that all efforts are made to facilitate uploading records to Libraries Australia. It 
appears ARO is now taking Ovel' as the destination of choice. "Vhile this is clearly 
a suitable option, the repository still needs to be comprehensive and up-to-date. 
UNUSUAL AND SPECIALIST THESIS TITLES 
There were many unusual thesis titles, some unintelligible to the non-specialist 
Some provided light relief for those coding the 53} 15 records but also added 
to the difficulty of the task. In addition} many subject headings allocated to the 
bibliographic records were insufficient. Some examples of unusual and! or highly 
technical thesis titles are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Examples af unusual and specialist thesis titles 
Semelai 
f~:.~;~i~l~R;tJ~;!~81~ta~~~lltJ.~r~;i~~~iJ~~a~I~~}~~~i~~~~~1~~~itl 
Automaticity, almost convexily and falsification by fellow traveler properties of some finitely generated groups 
@i.t!'Eli!::®Jf~i~ @;·~~p'~!~~E:)~t§:~}!tg~~;i[f:tE3;r,~¥3*R~;1£"Gr~~EJ;}[s\2;~t%:0f6!:if}JiJ':W:~{li1,z:8I~\~&iiilli~if{Sldi31j 
The only place 
Shift actions on 2 -c<Jcycles 
~~f~11~ru~i~~[~rf~!~~~~~:~iM'~~gi~i11i~~tjt~~4;~;~ii~~(~~~f&~ct,' ~~Th~ 
The eleclrophl~c cleal/age of allylsilar.es: investigations inlo the mechanism of the eleclrophllic cleavage of 
allylsilanes Bnd Ihe synthesis or optically 81;tive silicon centred allylic sl!acyciopenlanes 
~~Eff~~1.ii!~11!@2t~~f:,¥E.~!!i!i!§m¥iJ.t!'£t¥i'~~ttifi'J;;t@!1WiG~1~;~;~:2;i'i2tfjJBff{Ji%x-JIK:q~~~§J8J}ElitWikti,;ill~J 
The le$.ticles of the universe: the Unlted Stales Strategic Petroleum Rllserve 1981 - January 1991 
Application of birds In MT·MFSK signal set design for multiplexing bursly sources 
tt~;'~~~~¥1~~~}~t~,~£~i~~~~~~1~li~t~:~~t[~~fi~~~~\~~~~~~~~l*f'~I~ti-li~~i~~~~tjl~ 
!~ill~I~I~lt.~;lii~~~i:'i~~il~l!ilfllii;l~~~.;"'~n~I@1 
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE THESIS SUBMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
This work on a database of Australian PhD thesis records permits analyses of 
doctoral theses from 1987 to 2006 re lated to RFCD divisions and disciplines, 
institutions, university groupings (as defined by current alliances) and by slales. 
These data and analyses may prove to be an important basis On which to build 
a database of all doctorates in Austra lia. Howevcl; very few PhDs relate to one 
discipline or subject, and the 'multi-disciplinarity' of doctoral work and fuzziness 
of disciplinary boundaries is masked in the current database by the single coding, 
Interestingly, Brew (2008), in a study of experienced researchers, found that they 
negotiated withi.n a particularcontexl which disciplinary affiliation is appropriate. 
For many she in te rviewed the emphasis was on relationships between areas, a 
'coming together of academic areas' , not on academic separateness or clear 
boundaries. Similarly doctoral candidates who arc working at the fro ntiers or 
research and those in morc applied areas \\;tl be most likely to be limited by 
single discipline coding. For example, a thesis undertaken in sociology using 
social research methods on the tOpic of induscrial relations in the Fti ian sugar 
industl)', may use an approach [1'0111 one (or more) discipline (sociolog>~ industrial 
relations) and produce findings on another (or more) topic (industrial relations) 
Pacific stuclies). Confirming the problematic nature of single coding is the finding 
in a 2005 SLU\1Cy where doctoral students were asked Lo give their field of study/ 
discipline from a comprehensive menu of ASCED categories, the greatest 
number in the ASCED Broad Fidd of Study (BFOS) Health chose the narrow 
field 'Other Health ' (pearson, Cumming~ Evans) Macauley & Ryland, 2008). 
T he potential of e-theses, university repositories and ARO would be greatly 
enhanced if doctoral candidates were required to code their theses on submission 
for examination, or on uploading of final copies to tlleir ul1iversil)~ It is suggested 
they do so in a similar way as applicants for national competitive grants and 
allocate a percentage weighting to each, and that a candidate and their 
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supervisor(s) be asked to provide one to three codes for the discipline and one to 
three codes for the topic. 
Howevcl; it is also impol·tant to recognise that the R}'CD discipline codes 
represent a best estimate of a descriptor for a discipline at the time they were set. 
I 'Vith each passing year the evolution and fluidity of new knowledge production, 
theories and areas of application, means that some of the codes become less 
useful in representing a classification of knowledge production. Eventuall)~ a new 
classification becomes necessary when the usefulness of the comparative value of 
the classifications over time is reduced and a new classification scheme is required 
(hence, the ANZSRC). 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
To improve the dissemination and the case of searching and using PhD thesis 
records, a number of recommendations are suggested. These include having 
a standard thesis 'publication' date for universities to usc for reporting and 
cataloguing purposes, and, for Australian university Libraries to consistently 
interpret the cataloguing of PhD theses according to the Anglo American 
Cataloguing Rules. This is particularly the case with the 008 and 260 MARC fields-
Alternatively, PhD bibliographic records should be included in the respective 
institutional reposi to ries and su bsequently harvested by AR0. Additionally, 
this should be completed in a timely fashion to enable the dissemination of the 
significant and original research produced by doctoral candidates. 
Impoflnntly, it is recommended that PhD candidates, in consultation with 
their supervisors, allocate up to three Al'.JZSRC codes both for the topic and 
for the approach to their theses upon submission for examination. This should 
become a university requirement. An important component- but sometimes 
a forgotten part-of undertaking a doctorate is the research training that it 
provides. Doctoral graduates will, in applying for grants and submission of their 
publications to universities and government bodies, need to acquire the skill of 
choosing appropriate codes and understand the rationale and consequences of 
the coding. FurthermOI-e, this will greatly enhance the quality of the bibliographic 
records that librarians must create as the codes provide an extremely accurate 
guidc to assist in assigning subject headings and classification numbers. In 
theory, one code should be sufficient, as is the case with librarians allocating a 
c1assificalion number to each bibliographic record. In practice, as the ('csearch 
has demonstrated, this is not always the most effective or descriptive process. 
It is also recommended that PhD thesis records from 2007 are ANZSRC coded 
to enable a complete database from 1948 onwards to be maintained. The authors 
are currently pursuing chis recommendation. 
Finall» il is recommended universities require PhD candidates to use clear and 
communicative thesis titles Lo facilitate electronic searching and that a clear 
and communicative thesis abstract should be provided for inclusion in the 
bihliographic record. This will assist librarians to produce (even) higher quality 
bibliographic records and wiH heip end-users find the information they require. 
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CONCLUSION 
It is importam io note that this database constitules a valuable resource in its own 
right. It provides a different source of data about research training with a foclIs on 
research capacity within particular disciplines. Ho\vever, the real benefit of such 
databases comes in their cominuation and maintenance. If Australia maintained 
a database of all its PhD theses records coded by discipline and approach it would 
enable government, academies, universities, industry; ancl others lo monitor and 
assess research capacity in the disciplines. As a consequence, research capacity 
strengths and weaknesses can be identified ancl used in national and institutional 
planning for future research capacity building. Such data driven research capacily 
building ,vould place Australia at the forefront of research capacity planning 
internationally and assist it to be globally competitive in knowledge-production 
planning and knowledge-production itself: 
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